Phytosulfokine-α (PSK), a peptidyl plant growth factor, has been recognized as a promising intercellular signaling molecule involved in cellular proliferation and dedifferentiation. It was shown that PSK stimulated and enhanced cell divisions in protoplast cultures of several species leading to callus and proembryogenic mass formation. Since PSK had been shown to cause an increase in efficiency of somatic embryogenesis, it was reasonable to check the distribution of selected chemical components of the cell walls during the protoplast regeneration process. So far, especially for the carrot, a model species for in vitro cultures, it has not been specified what pectic, arabinogalactan protein (AGP) and extensin epitopes are involved in the reconstruction of the wall in protoplast-derived cells. Even less is known about the correlation between wall regeneration and the presence of PSK during the protoplast culture. Three Daucus taxa, including the cultivated carrot, were analyzed during protoplast regeneration. Several antibodies directed against wall components (anti-pectin: LM19, LM20, anti-AGP: JIM4, JIM8, JIM13 and anti-extensin: JIM12) were used. The obtained results indicate a diverse response of the used Daucus taxa to PSK in terms of protoplast-derived cell development, and diversity in the chemical composition of the cell walls in the control and the PSK-treated cultures.
Introduction
The genus Daucus belongs to the Apiaceae family recognized as one of the largest families of seed plants [1, 2] and includes, following the newest taxonomical revision [2, 3] , about 40 species. Theoretically, these species may become a valuable source of genetic variability for the cultivated carrot (D. carota L. subsp. sativus Hoffm)-the only cultivated species of the genus and the most important member of Apiaceae in terms of economic value and nutrition, second to the potato in worldwide vegetable production [2, 4] . Since the discovery of somatic embryogenesis in root-derived callus cultures in vitro [5, 6] , the carrot has become a model species for plant tissue culture systems. Among various plant in vitro techniques, protoplast cultures offer a unique approach useful in crop improvement i.e., protoplast fusion-based somatic hybridization/cybridization (reviewed in Eeckhaut et al. [7] and Wang et al. [8] ). Research on Daucus protoplast cultures began when parallel successful protoplast isolation from carrot roots [9] and from cell suspensions [10] were reported. Despite the availability of many Daucus genetic resources mentioned above, so far only protoplasts isolated from one close relative, i.e., D. carota subsp. capillifolius (Gilli) Arbizu [11] , have been fused in a symmetric/
Results

Protoplast Development
The leaves of all studied accessions excised from 2-week-old in vitro grown plants ( Figure 1A -C) were an excellent source tissue for protoplast isolation. The applied protoplast isolation procedure combining mechanical and enzymatic treatment released a very large number of protoplasts in the edible carrot (cv. Dolanka) and D. carota subsp. gadecaei (more than 5 × 10 6 protoplasts per gram of fresh weight in both accessions, Table 1 ) and about five fold fewer cells (p ≤ 0.05), but still enough even for protoplast fusion, from the wild species D. montevidensis. Purified protoplasts of D. carota subspecies showed quite a high level of viability reaching about 68%-69% while D. montevidensis protoplasts were much more sensitive to applied procedure and exhibited about 20% lower viability (Table 1 ). FW fresh weight, n number of independent protoplast isolations; means within each column followed by different letters (a, b) are significantly different (p ≤ 0.05).
After one day of culture two types of morphological changes in cells of all studied species were observed in transmitted light i.e., cells enlarged in size, and at the same time the shape of the cells gradually altered from the ideal round to oval-like. These symptoms preceded the first cell division, which took place at the earliest in 3-day-old protoplast cultures of Dolanka and at the very latest in 7-day-old protoplast cultures of D. montevidensis (p ≤ 0.05, Figure 2 ). In PSK-supplemented cultures the first mitotic division occurred on average one day earlier than in the control cultures. Such a trend exhibiting faster induction of cell divisions in the presence of PSK was recorded for all studied species (Figure 2 ). In the next days of the culture, systematic mitotic divisions of protoplast-derived cells were most often observed leading to multi-cell aggregates formation ( Figure 1D -I and Figure 3) . A statistically significant increase in the number of cell aggregates, on average from 53% to 60%, was recorded between the 10th and 20th day of culture, respectively ( Figure 3 ). However, in 40-day old cultures of D. montevidensis, both in the control and PSK-treated variants, a slightly decreased number of cell aggregates were scored in comparison to 20-day old cultures ( Figure 3 ). It was the result of degeneration processes manifested by cell and aggregate browning, which finally led to a complete arrest of mitotic activity of the cells in the protoplast cultures of D. montevidensis. In general, the protoplast cultures of cv. Dolanka and D. carota subsp. gadecaei were highly responsive and produced plenty of cell colonies (76-80%) while in the protoplast cultures of D. montevidensis the plating efficiency was almost five-fold lower (Figure 3 ). On average, about 17% more cell colonies were formed in the PSK-treated cultures in comparison to the control variants. In relation to this, after 2 months of culture, only in the case of D. carota subspecies were colonies bigger than 500 µm, defined as macrocolonies, and proembryonic mass mostly with globular somatic embryos developed ( Figure 1J In tables means within each column followed by different letters (a, b) are significantly different at least at p ≤ 0.05.
Reconstitution of the Cell Wall in the Early Stages of the Protoplast-Derived Cell Cultures
Daucus Carota Subsp. sativus
After one day of culture in control a variant occurrence of the LM19 epitope in the cytoplasm-surrounded plastids of individual cells was detected ( Figure 4A ). It is interesting that the location of the signals seems to be polarized to one pole of the protoplast-derived cells, which was repetitive in 89%. In the protoplast cultured with addition of PSK, this epitope occurred in the form of single dots evenly distributed in the regenerating wall ( Figure 4G ). In the case of LM20 epitope, there was no signal in the control ( Figure 4B ), whereas in the PSK-treated culture it was present in a small amount in the form of dots ( Figure 4H ). Within the analyzed AGPs epitopes JIM4 was not present in either the control or the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 4C ,I). The JIM8 epitope in the control culture was more abundant than in the PSK-treated variant ( Figure 4D ,J). In the protoplast-derived cells from both types of cultures this epitope was located in cytoplasmic compartments, which means that JIM8 epitope participates in cell wall regeneration from the early stages. It is worth noticing that in the PSK-treated cultures it was clearly located in the tonoplasts of the cells ( Figure 4J ). The JIM13 epitope occurred abundantly in both the control and the PSK-treated cells, where it was present in greater quantity ( Figure 4E ,K). The extensin recognized by the JIM12 antibody was not present either in the control or in the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 4F ,L).
In 4-day old control cultures the LM19 epitope was abundant in the regenerating cell walls of both the parent protoplast-derived cells and in the new cells formed after divisions ( Figure 4M ). In the PSK-treated cultures this epitope was also abundant, but only in the division walls ( Figure 4R ). The LM20 epitope began to be visible in the control culture, in the form of single dotted signals in the regenerating wall as well as in cellular compartments ( Figure 4N ). In the PSK-treated culture this epitope was abundant both in the new walls and in cellular compartments, but almost absent from the parental protoplasts regenerating the wall ( Figure 4S ). Both, the JIM8 and JIM13 epitopes were abundant in the walls and in the cellular compartments of the control and PSK-treated culture ( Figure 4O -P,T-U). In the PSK-supplemented cultures the epitope recognized by the JIM8 antibody was abundantly present in the walls resulting from divisions of the parent protoplast-derived cells ( Figure 4T ). The secretion of the epitope detected by JIM8 antibody outside of the cell wall was observed, particularly abundant in the control variant ( Figure 4O ). There was still no AGP epitope detected by the JIM4 antibody and the extensin epitope in either the control or the PSK-treated cultures.
Daucus Carota Subsp. gadecaei
After the first day of culture, the pectic epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody was present in a very small amount, in the form of small dots, both in the walls of the control and the PSK-treated cells ( Figure 5A ,E). The pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody was detected in the control culture, even in a lesser amount in comparison to the LM19 epitope ( Figure 5B ), and in the PSK-treated cells it was not detected ( Figure 5F ). Among the AGP epitopes, only those recognized by the JIM8 and JIM13 antibody were detected, with much higher amount in the cells cultured in the presence of PSK ( Figure 5C ,D,G,H). Extensin was not detected. After four days of the culture in the control, the pectic epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody occurred in the outer walls of cell complexes in the form of numerous dots ( Figure 5I ). Moreover, this epitope was also detected in the cytoplasmic compartments. In the case of the pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody in the cells in which it occurred (because the culture was asynchronous, the cells represented different stages of wall regeneration, some of which did not have this epitope) was located not only in the wall but also in the cytoplasmic compartments ( Figure 5J ). The epitope appeared particularly abundantly in the new cell walls ( Figure 5J , inset). A similar pattern of distribution was observed for the AGP epitopes recognized by the JIM8 and JIM13 antibodies ( Figure 5K ,L). In the PSK-treated cells the pectic epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody was detected only in the walls resulting from the first division of protoplast-derived cells ( Figure 5M ), while the pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody in the cytoplasmic compartments ( Figure 5N ). The AGP epitopes recognized by the JIM8 and JIM13 antibodies presented a similar distribution as described for the control cells ( Figure 5O ,P). After four days of culture only the AGP epitope recognized by the JIM4 antibody and the extensin epitope did not occur in the walls.
Daucus Montevidensis
From the analyzed pectic epitopes the LM19 was not detected in either one-day-old control or PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 6A ,E). The LM20 epitope in the control protoplast-derived cells occurred in the form of dotted signal ( Figure 6B ), while it was not found in the cells from the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 6F ). The AGP epitope recognized by the JIM4 antibody was not identified in either the control or the PSK-treated cultures. The AGP epitope recognized by the JIM8 antibody in the control cultures was more abundant than in the PSK variant ( Figure 6C ,G). In control it was located in the cell wall all over its circumference ( Figure 6C ), while in the PSK-supplemented cultures the signal was not continuous along the wall circumference ( Figure 6G ). The AGP epitope recognized by the JIM13 antibody occurred abundantly in both the control and the PSK-treated cultures, although it was more abundant in the PSK variant ( Figure 6D ,H). The extensin recognized by the JIM12 antibody was detected neither in the control nor in the PSK-treated cultures. In four-day-old cultures the pectic epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody was not detected in either the control or the PSK variants ( Figure 6I ,M). The pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody occurred abundantly both in the control and the PSK-treated cultures, with a much more intensive signal in the presence of PSK ( Figure 6J ,N). The AGP epitopes recognized by the JIM8 and JIM13 antibodies were abundant both in the walls and in the cytoplasmic compartments of the control and the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 6K ,O,L,P), while the AGP epitope identified by the JIM4 antibody and the extensin epitope were not detected.
Cell Wall Composition in the Middle Stages of the Culture
Daucus Carota Subsp. sativus
In 10-day-old control cultures the pectic epitopes recognized by the LM19 antibody was abundantly present in walls both in the single cells still present in the culture and in the cell complexes, which at that point of culture were multicellular ( Figure 7A ). In contrast, the LM20 epitope was present mainly in the new cell walls, which is a good marker for the emerging cellular complexes ( Figure 7B ). In the PSK-treated cells the distribution of these pectic epitopes was diverse in comparison to control cells. Namely, the LM19 epitope was detected in the walls of cell complexes ( Figure 7G ) while the LM20 epitope was abundantly present in the walls of all cells as well as in the cytoplasmic compartments ( Figure 7H ). Among the analyzed AGP epitopes there were significant differences between the control and the PSK-treated cultures. The epitope recognized by the JIM4 antibody was detected in the control cells but in a very low amount in the form of separated dots within the walls ( Figure 7C ), as opposed to the PSK treated cells where this epitope was abundantly present ( Figure 7I ). In the control cultures the epitope recognized by the JIM8 antibody was frequently detected in all cell walls ( Figure 7D ) while it was not detected in the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 7J ). Similar differences characterized the presence and distribution of the AGP epitope recognized by the JIM13 antibody ( Figure 7E and inset, K). The extensin epitope recognized by the JIM12 antibody was not detected in the control cultures ( Figure 7F ) and was abundantly present in the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 7L ).
After 20 days of culture all the analyzed epitopes were detected in the walls of cells both in the control and the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 7 ) apart from the AGP epitope recognized by the JIM13 antibody, which was not present in the control culture ( Figure 7R ), and in the PSK-treated cells it was detected only in some cell walls ( Figure 7X ). The pectic epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody was abundantly present in the walls (Figure 7M ,T) and in the control cultures it was present in the walls of differentiating tracheary elements ( Figure 7M arrow at inset). The AGP epitope recognized by the JIM4 antibody was a characteristic component of the secondary wall thickenings in the developing tracheary elements ( Figure 7O star in the inset, Figure 7V ; star). The extensin epitope recognized by the JIM12 antibody in the cells from the control cultures was distributed uniformly in the walls apart from some walls areas, which in most cases represented the cell walls' corners ( Figure 7S ). In the newly formed walls this epitope was also detected ( Figure 7S inset). In the PSK-treated culture this epitope was present in all the cells, including differentiating tracheary elements ( Figure 7Y star) and, apart from the walls, it was also located in the cytoplasmic compartments ( Figure 7Y inset).
Daucus Carota Subsp. gadecaei
In 10-day-old cultures the analyzed pectic epitopes were detected in the control and PSK-treated cells ( Figure 8A ,B,G,H). However, the pectic epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody in the control cultures was present only in new walls ( Figure 8A ) while in the PSK-variant it was detected in all walls of the cells present in the culture ( Figure 8G ). In the case of the pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody in the control cultures it was present in the new walls within the cell clusters ( Figure 8B ) while in the PSK treated cultures, in some cell clusters, this epitope was detected mostly in the inner walls of such clusters, and in others, only in internal walls in the form of separated dots ( Figure 8H and insets). Among AGP epitopes the one recognized by the JIM4 antibody was not identified in the PSK-treated cultures but in the control cultures it was detected in very low amount in the form of single dots in the walls inside the cluster ( Figure 8C ,I) while the AGPs recognized by the JIM8 and JIM13 antibodies were abundantly present ( Figure 8D ,E,J,K). The differences between the distribution of the AGP epitope recognized by the JIM8 antibody between the control and the PSK-treated cultures lie in the signal presence in most of the walls in cells from the control culture, and in the PSK-treated culture mostly in the walls located inside the cell clusters/PEMs ( Figure 8D ,J and insets). It appeared that the AGP epitope recognized by the JIM13 antibody is not present in the secondary cell walls ( Figure 8E inset). At that time point the extensin recognized by the JIM12 antibody was not detected in either type of culture. In 20-day-old cultures pectic epitopes were detected in both (the control and the PSK-treated) types of cultures ( Figure 8M ,N,T,U). The epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody was uniformly located in the walls of cell clusters independent of the culture variant and was also found in the cytoplasmic compartments ( Figure 8M ,T). In the case of the pectic epitope recognized by LM20 in control cultures this epitope was detected mostly in the internal walls of cell clusters/PEMs, and in the PSK-treated cultures it was also present in the outer walls of cell clusters/PEMs ( Figure 8N ,U). In the control, the AGP epitopes recognized by the JIM4 and the JIM13 antibodies were not detected ( Figure 8O ,R), while in the PSK variant they were abundantly present ( Figure 8V ,X). In the control culture only the AGP epitope recognized by the JIM8 antibody was detected ( Figure 8P ) whereas the extensin recognized by the JIM12 antibody was present in the cells of each culture ( Figure 8S ,Y).
Daucus montevidensis
After 10 days of culture the epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody was present both in the control and the PSK-treated variant ( Figure 9A ,E). At that time point in the culture single cells were still present as well as two-cell aggregates. In single cells, this epitope occurred in the wall and in the cytoplasmic compartments in the vicinity of the wall, both in the control and in the PSK-treated cultures. However, in the dividing cells, it occurred in the new walls, especially in the control cells ( Figure 9A and inset; Figure 9E and inset). The pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody was present in the control culture ( Figure 9B ), but in less amount in comparison to the PSK variant, where this epitope was clearly visible in the new wall after the first division of the protoplast-derived cell ( Figure 9F ). Within the AGPs epitopes, only those recognized by the JIM8 and JIM13 antibodies appeared ( Figure 9C ,D,G,H). They were located both in the cell walls, in cytoplasmic the compartments, and outside the wall (Figure 9D inset). The AGP recognized by the JIM4 epitope and the extensin epitope recognized by JIM12 antibody were not detected.
In 20-day-old cultures, the cell complexes composed of a few to several cells were observed. At that time point, pectic epitopes were abundantly present in the control and the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 9I Figure 9M and inset). The location of the pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody was very interesting as it occurred only in the walls inside the cell complexes, and these walls were clearly new walls after the first protoplast-derived cell division ( Figure 9J ,N; the insets indicate cellulose in the same cell complexes). The AGP epitopes recognized by the JIM8 and JIM13 antibodies were present both in the cell walls and in the cytoplasmic compartments, which indicates intensive synthesis of these epitopes by the cells (Figure 9K ,L,O,P). Similarly, as in 10-day-old cultures, the epitopes detected by the JIM4 and JIM12 antibodies did not occur.
Distribution of Pectic, AGP and Extensin Epitopes in Mature Cultures
Daucus Carota Subsp. sativus
In 30-day-old cultures pectic epitopes were detected in both culture types ( Figure 10A ,B,G,H). In the control, the pectic epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody was present only in the cell walls ( Figure 10A ), while in the PSK-treated cells it was detected also in the cytoplasmic compartments ( Figure 10G ). The epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody in the PSK variant, apart the walls, was also detected outside the cell complexes ( Figure 10H arrow) . In the control cultures it is visible that this epitope is present only in the primary cell walls ( Figure 10B ). The AGP epitopes recognized by the JIM4 and JIM8 antibodies were detected both in the control and the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 10C ,D,I,J). The analysis of the control cultures has shown abundant presence of the AGP epitope recognized by the JIM8 antibody in the outer walls of cell clusters and in the walls on the borders with the intercellular spaces ( Figure 10D and inset). In the PSK-treated culture, apart from walls, this epitope was also detected in cytoplasmic compartments and outside the walls ( Figure 10J ). The AGP epitope recognized by the JIM13 antibody was not detected in the control cultures ( Figure 10E ), however, it was abundantly present in the walls of the cell complexes in the PSK-treated variants ( Figure 10K ). The extensin recognized by the JIM12 antibody was detected only in the control (Figure 10F ,L). At the end of the culture period in alginate matrix (i.e., in 60-day-old cultures) the pectic epitopes recognized by the LM19 and LM20 antibodies were present in the walls of cells from each type of culture ( Figure 10M ,N,T,U). In the control cultures, the pectic epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody was abundantly present in cell clusters, and in somatic embryos at the globular stage of development it was present in the walls of all embryo cells ( Figure 10M inset 1) but at older stages this epitope was detected in the developing provascular tissue ( Figure 10M inset 2). Moreover, the abundant presence of this epitope was detected extracellularly ( Figure 10M inset 3). The same epitope in the PSK-treated cultures was not detected in somatic embryos but was present in cell clusters ( Figure 10T ). In the control cultures the pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody was present abundantly in cell clusters ( Figure 10N inset 2) and in the walls of somatic embryos located inside the embryo marking the position of provascular tissue ( Figure 10N inset 1 ). In the PSK-treated cultures the same epitope was detected in the walls of cell clusters ( Figure 10U ) and in somatic embryos it was present in protodermal cells and the provascular tissue ( Figure 10U inset). AGP epitopes were present in the walls of cells independent of the culture type ( Figure 10O ,P,R,V,W,X), however it was never detected in cell clusters or somatic embryos ( Figure 10R ,W,X). The AGP epitope recognized by the JIM4 antibody was abundantly present in cell clusters both in the control and the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 10O ,V).
The signal generated by the JIM8 antibody was uniform along the wall circumference ( Figure 10P ,W), and the signal generated by the JIM13 antibody was less intensive in the control ( Figure 10R ) in comparison to the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 10X ). The extensin detected by the JIM12 antibody was almost absent from the control cultures apart from certain structures, where it was located outside the cell complexes ( Figure 10S ), but it was abundantly present in somatic embryos ( Figure 10S inset) . In the PSK-supplemented cultures this epitope was present in the cell walls, and in the provascular tissue of somatic embryos (Figure 10Y inset) . 
Daucus Carota Subsp. gadecaei
Thirty-day-old cultures were characterized by the presence of pectic epitopes both in the control and the PSK variant ( Figure 11A,B,G,H) . In the control cultures, the pectic epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody in the cell clusters and PEMs was present inside these structures ( Figure 11A inset) . In somatic embryos it was not detected but it was visible in the extracellular matrix covering the embryos ( Figure 11A ). In the PSK treated cultures this epitope was present abundantly in the cell clusters ( Figure 11G ). In somatic embryos, the distribution of this epitope was similar to the control culture ( Figure 11G ). In the control cultures, the pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody was present in the walls of somatic embryos with a higher level in the provascular tissue ( Figure 11B ). In the PSK-treated cultures this epitope was detected in the cell clusters and PEMs ( Figure 11H ) while in the somatic embryos it was present in a lesser extent in comparison to the control culture and it was not abundantly present in the provascular tissue ( Figure 11H and inset). The AGP epitope recognized by the JIM4 antibody in the cells from the control cultures was not detected ( Figure 11C ) but in the PSK-treated cultures it was present in some cell clusters ( Figure 11I and inset 2) but never in the PEMs (Figure 11I inset 1) . The AGP epitope recognized by the JIM8 antibody was abundantly present in the walls of cell clusters both from the control and the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 11D , J) but it was never detected in PEMs or in differentiating tracheary elements ( Figure 11J and insets). In the control cultures, an abundant presence of this epitope was detected in the extracellular matrix ( Figure 11D and insets). The AGP epitope recognized by the JIM13 antibody was detected in both culture types, but in the PSK-treated cells it was not detected in PEM (Figure 11K arrow) . The extensin epitope was recognized in both types of culture but in much lower amount in comparison to younger cultures ( Figure 11F, L) .
In 60-day-old cultures, the pectic epitopes recognized by the LM19 antibody was detected in the walls of cultured cells independent on the culture type including PEMs and cell clusters ( Figure 11M,T) . In the control cultures, this epitope was hardly detected in very young somatic embryos ( Figure 11M inset) and in the PSK-treated cultures the older stage of somatic embryo development the less amount of this epitope in walls ( Figure 11T ). The pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody was abundantly present in the cells, cell clusters and somatic embryos independent of the culture type ( Figure 11N,U) . AGP epitopes were detected in both types of culture ( Figure 11O ,P,R,V,W,X) and in each case these epitopes were not detected in PEM and somatic embryos apart from the AGP epitope recognized by the JIM13 antibody which was detected in the surface layers of somatic embryos ( Figure 11X ). The extensin recognized by the JIM12 antibody was not detected, apart from a secondary thickening of the tracheary elements walls in the PSK-treated cultures ( Figure 11S ,Y and inset).
Quantitative and qualitative differences were found between the studied taxa as well as between the culture period and PSK treatment. It seems that there is variation depending on the species, the analyzed epitopes are developmentally regulated and that such regulation may be modified in the presence of PSK. The detected differences in the chemical composition of the pectic, AGP and extensin epitopes in cells during the wall regeneration may explain the degeneration of the culture and the stimulation of embryological competence by PSK during the culture development and cell wall regeneration. The lack of AGP and extensin epitopes recognized respectively by the JIM4 and JIM12 antibody in Daucus montevidensis protoplast cultures may be the reason (among others) for the degeneration of those cultures. In all of the analyzed time variants of the experiment, it was found that the presence of the studied epitopes between 10-20 days of the culture was increased (Figure 12 ). In the PSK-treated cultures, the pectic epitopes recognized by the LM19 and LM20 antibodies in D. carota subsp. gadecaei appeared from the first day of culture, i.e., several days earlier in comparison to the control (Figure 12 ). Similar results were obtained for D. carota subsp. sativus for the pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody ( Figure 12 ). In the case of all analyzed AGPs, PSK increased their amount in the culture. The AGP recognized by the JIM8 antibody was found in the walls of the cells throughout the entire PSK-supplemented cultures, while in the control they disappeared about the 20th day of culture, which may strongly suggest that PSK stimulates their synthesis. The amount of the extensin recognized by the JIM12 antibody was higher in the PSK-treated cultures and in D. carota subsp. gadecaei it was detected throughout the entire culture period while in the control cultures it disappeared about the 30th day of culture. Figure 11 . The presence of pectic (LM19 , LM20; A,B,G,H,M,N (c) The cells of Daucus carota subsp. sativus derived from the PSK-treated cultures in comparison to control showed: (a) the lack of any differences in pectic and AGP epitopes after 10 days of culture, (b) differences in AGP epitope localization recognized by the JIM4 antibody after 20 days of culture and (c) abundant presence of extensin after 60 days of culture.
Summarizing
(d) The cells of Daucus carota subsp. gadecaei derived from the PSK-treated cultures in comparison to the control cultures were characterized by: (a) a lower presence of the pectic epitope recognized by the LM19 antibody, (b) changes in the presence of the pectic epitope recognized by the LM20 antibody in respect to culture duration and (c) the presence of AGP the epitopes and the extensin recognized by the JIM12 antibody.
Discussion
Protoplast cultures have a wide range of applications, from the possibility of obtaining whole plants, somatic hybrids, performing single cell cloning and genetic transformations to being an excellent material for cellular and ultrastructural studies. Although, over the years, many systems of protoplast culture have been applied to hundreds of species, especially to a number of cultivated species, the regeneration of protoplasts is occasional or its efficiency is low [7, 17, [32] [33] [34] . Somatic hybridization as a practical application of protoplast-based systems is a desirable alternative to conventional crop breeding allowing not only the introduction of unique traits from wild forms into the available pool of breeding materials but also it also significantly reduces the time required for their development. Despite the fact that the carrot is a model plant for in vitro cultures, there are not many reports on its intra-/interspecific as well as intergeneric somatic hybridization and so far the only species within the genus Daucus explored in this context, has been D. carota subsp. capillifolius [12, [35] [36] [37] . Moreover, beside the carrot not many other Daucus species have been exploited with respect to developing a successful protoplast-to-plant system. To the best of our knowledge, until now, six Daucus accessions including three wild subspecies of D. carota (D. carota subsp. azoricus, D. carota subsp. drepanensis and D. carota subsp. maritimus) and three wild Daucus species (D. aureus, D. pusillus and D. montevidensis) have been evaluated for their totipotency in protoplast cultures [16] . Among them, two species, i.e., D. montevidensis and D. pusillus, expressed strong recalcitrance to culture conditions by the arrest of cell divisions after only a few rounds of mitosis, while the remaining four wild forms were successfully regenerated with efficiencies not lower than those observed for the cultivated carrot. Such diverse response of the wild relatives in comparison to the cultivated crop to the same culture conditions is a known phenomenon [32] . In that context, the Daucus species seems to be an interesting model system to study the process of protoplast and protoplast-derived cells redifferentiation, especially in early and thus critical stages of the culture.
The analysis of the cell wall components including some pectic, AGPs and extensin epitopes during the protoplast wall regeneration with the use of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) has not been performed for the carrot (at least to the best knowledge of the authors), which confirms that the specific spatio-temporal analysis of changes in the wall composition of carrot protoplast-derived cells is fully justified. As the object of our studies we have chosen three Daucus taxa with diverse responses to in vitro cultures. The protoplast yield, their quality (evaluated with fluorescein diacetate (FDA) staining) and the level of protoplast development were comparable to the results observed previously [16] proving that isolation and the culture system developed by us for the cultivated carrot [15] is highly repeatable.
It is known that the chemical composition of cell walls changes during plant growth and development and that there is a correlation between cell differentiation and cell wall chemistry [21, [38] [39] [40] . Cell wall composition is also an important factor controlling plant regeneration from protoplast cultures [19, 22, 29] . It is postulated that the cell wall reconstruction is a key step in reprogramming and dedifferentiation in protoplast cultures [19, 41] . Diverse cell wall constituencies are postulated to regulate the de-and redifferentiation processes during protoplast wall re-synthesis.
During wall regeneration, what is important is not only the wall composition, but also the distribution of the components within the re-synthesized walls, which is possible to determine only using immunohistochemical assays with mAbs directed to specific wall epitopes. Such studies have been performed only in a few (at least to the best of our knowledge) species such as B. vulgaris and N. tabacum [19, 28, 42] . Therefore, we believe that the obtained results increase the knowledge of the participation of various epitopes of pectins, AGPs and extensins in the process of cell wall regeneration especially that they refer to the species of great agronomic importance. In addition, a comparison of the temporal and spatial changes in the composition of re-synthetized wall between the control and the PSK-treated cultures may have an impact on the use of this peptidyl plant growth factor in increasing the efficiency of protoplast-to-plant systems.
Distribution of Pectins with Different Levels of Esterification Change in a Diverse Manner Depends on the Culture Condition and the Species
The LM19 HG domain in pectic polysaccharides recognizes a range of HG with the preference to bind strongly to unesterified HG, while the LM20 HG domain requires methyl esters for recognition of HG and does not bind to unesterified HG [43] . It is known that HG is exported to the cell wall in a fully methyl-esterified form and changes in the HG esterification are a result of the pectin methyl-esterase activity (PME; [44] ), which means that the analysis of these two epitopes allows us not only to determine their presence and distribution within regenerated walls, but indirectly allows us to make suppositions about the PME activity.
The obtained results showed that the pectic epitopes recognized by the LM19 and LM20 antibodies were not present after one day of culture apart from the D. montevidensis where esterified pectins were detected, however in a small amount. After 4 days of culture, esterified pectins were abundantly present in the walls, especially in the PSK-treated protoplasts. Along with the prolongation of the culture age the amount of both non-esterified and esterified pectins increased, regardless of the species, but the amount in the PSK-treated cultures was higher in comparison to the control, especially in the middle-aged cultures. This indicates that during the wall regeneration the esterified pectins are deposited first, which is in accordance with other data [38, 44] . In general, the obtained results are difficult to compare with literature because very little data relates to the recovery of pectins during the reconstitution of the wall in protoplast-derived cells, even less applies to the synthesis and distribution of esterified and non-esterified pectins and still less provides information on the molecular level with the use of mAbs directed to specific chemical components of the wall during regeneration. Abundant presence of the methyl-esterified pectin recognized by the JIM7 antibody was detected in olive protoplast cultures [42] . It is known that in Daucus carota L. subsp. sativus protoplasts-derived cells, the amount of carbohydrate increased significantly with only minor changes in neutral sugar composition, however, detailed information about the presence of esterified and non-esterified pectins was not provided [45] . In the Lilium longiflorum pollen-derived protoplasts the first components deposited in the new wall were highly esterified pectins while low esterified pectins were not detected (at least in 3-day-old cultures; [46] ). In beet and tobacco protoplast cultures a widespread occurrence of the epitope recognized by the LM6 antibody, which binds to the (1-5)-α-l-arabinans RG I side chain, was detected [29] .
Cell wall flexibility and elasticity depends on the degree of pectin esterification, facilitating cell adaptation to the changes in volume [42] . Thus, the presence of this type of pectin in carrot protoplastsderived cells during wall regeneration undoubtedly adapts cells to the changing external conditions. Methyl-esterified pectic polysaccharides were also reported to form the wall of actively growing somatic protoplasts and somatic cells in vitro [47, 48] . The detected correlation, presented in the data here, between the amount of esterified pectins and PSK may indicate that this peptidyl plant growth factor has a positive impact on the synthesis and deposition of pectins during wall regeneration, which is consistent with our observations indicating a positive influence of PSK on the culture efficiency. Moreover, it was proposed that de-esterification of pectins permits the formation of a gel that envelops the protoplasts allowing rigid cellulose-hemicellulose framework formation along with this gel matrix [49] . It is possible that PSK influences the response of the protoplasts-derived cells also on this level.
Based on the analysis of the expression profile of PSK genes, it may be thought that phytosulfokines participate in the regulation of cell division and cell de-differentiation in somatic embryogenesis as well as in the formation of adventitious roots [30, 50, 51] . The analysis of the hypocotyl-derived protoplasts of Arabidopsis indicated that PSK signaling controls osmotically-driven cell expansion [52] . The results presented here may suggest that PSK is involved also in the process of protoplast wall regeneration, which would be in accordance with the research, which highlights the role of AtPSK in the regulation of cell size [53] . However, to confirm this supposition, further research on the molecular level is required.
Expression and Localization of AGPs in Protoplast-Derived Cells and Cell Aggregates are Time and Tissue Specific and Enhanced by PSK
AGPs are involved in diverse developmental processes such as plant reproduction [54] , pattern formation [55] [56] [57] , adventitious root development [58] , somatic and zygotic embryogenesis [21, 27, 54, 59, 60] , cell division [61] , expansion [62] and cell death [27, 57] . We studied the distribution of the epitopes during wall regeneration of carrot protoplasts and in the protoplast-derived cell aggregates that were recognized by the JIM4, JIM8 and JIM13 antibodies. Based on such a selection we were able to compare our results with the only little data available in the literature referring to sugar beet and tobacco protoplasts [19, 54, 63, 64] .
The AGP epitope recognized by the JIM4 antibody was not detected in D. montevidensis protoplast-derived cells while it was easily identified in the carrot and the D. carota subsp. gadecaei protoplast-derived cells. In both cases, in the PSK-treated cultures, the level of this epitope was higher in comparison to the control. Two other AGPs epitopes recognized by the JIM8 and JIM13 antibodies were detected in protoplast-derived cells and cell aggregates with changing level during the culture period but always in a higher amount in the PSK-treated cultures. So far there is little existing data describing the presence and changes of the AGPs in the protoplast cultures and even less referring to the immunolocalization of different AGPs epitopes. In the regenerating protoplasts of the beet and the tobacco, widespread occurrence of epitope recognized by anti-AGP JIM13 antibody was detected, while the epitope reacting with the JIM4 antibodies was not localized [29] . In sugar beet protoplast cultures the signal intensity generated by the JIM8 and JIM13 antibodies varied between individual cells of the same population and in successive stages of development [28] , which is similar to the results obtained for the carrot in the present studies. The JIM8-and JIM13-responsive epitopes were widespread in sugar beet cells of different origin and at different stages of cell wall synthesis, which suggests that these epitopes may play an important role in cell wall formation and growth under in vitro conditions. The data obtained here for the Daucus protoplast-derived cells are in accordance with the abovementioned results.
The localization of AGP in the plasma membrane, cell walls and extracellular spaces may indicate their role in the wall extensibility, cell wall patterning, cell-cell interaction including adhesion processes and signal transduction pathways [28, 61, 63, [65] [66] [67] . The obtained results for the carrot are in accordance with literature data as, at least for the early stages of protoplast culture, the JIM8 and JIM13 antibodies were detected not only in the plasma membrane but also outside the regenerating protoplasts. Moreover, the detection of this signal within the cytoplasmic compartments indicates that the synthesis took place and was intensive during that time, similar to the sugar beet [28] .
The JIM8 antibody was detected in trace amounts in the regenerating leaf-derived protoplasts of Beta vulgaris and not detected in Nicotiana tabacum cultures, while the JIM13 antibody was abundantly present in both types of protoplasts [29] . The differences identified by us in the expression of the analyzed AGP epitopes in different carrot species are in accordance with the view that in some species cell differentiation is accompanied by disappearance of definite epitope(s) [21, 58, 68] , whereas in other models, cell specialization occurs concomitantly with the enhanced expression of the same AGP epitope(s) [26, 27, 69] indicating that AGPs expression is a cell-, tissue-or species specific. The resynthesis of cell walls and extracellular material during the regeneration of the carrot (Daucus carota subsp. sativus) protoplasts showed an increase in the arabinogalactan proteins level parallel to the formation of cell walls [45] . In the Marchantia polymorpha protoplast-derived cells, an immunolabeling study indicated the presence of epitopes recognized by the JIM13 anti-AGP antibodies in the regenerated cell wall and cell plate, which suggests that AGPs have a significant role in the cell plate as well as in the cell wall formation [70] . The presence of these epitopes in cell plates detected in the carrot may indicate that these epitopes play a universal role in the regeneration of protoplasts, which of course needs further studies with different species.
The Increase in the Extensin Level is Characteristic for Middle-Aged Cultures
Extensins belong to the hydroxyproline-rich glycoproteins (HRGPs) superfamily, which is moderately glycosylated [71] . We investigated the distribution of only one epitope, recognized by the JIM12 antibody, which recognizes the unknown extensin epitope [72] . The data obtained here showed that this extensin epitope appeared between the 10th and 20th day of culture, localizing mostly in the provascular tissue of developing somatic embryos and disappeared at the end of culture in alginate matrix (i.e., in 60-day-old-cultures). So far the presence and distribution of this extensin has not been examined during the protoplast wall re-synthesis. The only information concerning the protoplasts showed the extensin gene expression in freshly isolated protoplasts of Nicotiana sylvestris [73] . Other information about the presence of extensins, especially recognized by the JIM12 antibody, comes from studies on different developmental processes in various plant species. The analysis of Daucus carota, Raphanus sativus, Pisum sativum and Allium cepa showed the presence of the JIM12 antibody in the developing xylem cells in all four species. In carrot roots, JIM12 bound to the metaxylem cells and the regions of the cell wall that line the intercellular spaces [74] . Thus, the results obtained by us are in accordance with the previously published ones but they also increase our knowledge on the spatio-temporal changes in the presence of extensin during the wall regeneration of protoplasts and protoplast-derived cell aggregates not only in the carrot but also in other Daucus species.
It was once assumed that extensins had a role in cell extension. That role is no longer considered valid. Although the precise function of extensins is still unclear, they are now believed to play a stabilizing or reinforcing role in the wall of cells that have stopped elongating [71] . However, to answer the question of the role of extensin in wall regeneration further studies are needed.
PSK and Wall Modification on the Molecular Level
It is suggested that PSK triggers a signaling cascade, which results in cell wall loosening, as well as turgor pressure-driven protoplast expansion with the involvement of expansins, which are secretory proteins capable of loosening the cell wall network by disrupting non-covalent bonds between polysaccharide chains [75] . Expansins are good candidates for cell wall modifiers, as shown in Arabidopsis [76] . To date, it is the only example of the link between PSK and cell wall chemical components. It has been shown recently that RLP44 (receptor-like protein) is a component of the cell wall signaling pathway, joining the exchange of signals from the cell wall to the cytoplasm via interaction with BRI1 (plasma membrane-bound receptor) and BAK1 (receptor-like kinase) [77] [78] [79] . Thereby, the brassinosteroid (BR) signaling pathway is activated, leading to expression of cell wall biosynthetic and remodeling genes [77] . Additionally, the association of RLP44 and the cell wall was revealed in vitro and in vivo [78] . However, according to Gómez [80] , RLP44 interacts with the PSK receptor, supporting the idea that RLP44 shifts the interaction with BRI1 and PSKR1 (phytosulfokine receptor). Thus, RLP44 might integrate the changes detected at the level of the cell wall into two independent signaling pathways and modulate different and/or combined responses, although the nature of the signal perceived by RLP44 is still unknown. Moreover, binding of PSK to the receptor requires acidic conditions, indicating that cell wall acidification increases binding of PSK to the receptor [81] . Thus, presence of pectic epitopes may indicate that such a relationship exists during the cell wall reconstruction in PSK-treated cultures.
There is currently no information about a relationship between PSK and the chemical composition of the cell wall. However, recent data indicate a link between brassinosteroid signaling and the cell wall [77] , and between the BR signaling pathway and PSK [78] . Therefore, it can be implicitly concluded that the relationships reported here between PSK and chemical components of the wall exist. Nevertheless, the determination of individual elements of this signal transduction pathway requires further research. At present, the results presented here are the first to reveal such a relationship.
Materials and Methods
Plant Material
The cells and tissues under investigation were obtained from protoplast cultures of three Daucus taxa including the carrot (D. carota subsp. sativus) cv. Dolanka, Daucus carota subsp. gadecaei (Rouy and E. G. Camus) Heywood and Daucus montevidensis Link ( Table 2 ). The seeds of all accessions were disinfected according to the procedure described by Maćkowska et al. [16] and placed on the Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium [82] , supplemented with 30 g·L −1 sucrose (POCH, Gliwice, Poland) and maintained at 18 ± 2 • C in the dark for germination. Seven-day-old seedlings were transferred to glass jars with regeneration (R) medium [16] , and kept in a climate room at 26 ± 2 • C under a 16-h photoperiod with light intensity of 55 µmoL·m −2 ·s −1 . 
Protoplast Isolation
Protoplasts were isolated from 2-week-old in vitro grown plants, following the procedure described by Grzebelus et al. [15] . Briefly, leaves were cut into pieces, pre-treated in a plasmolysis solution and then incubated overnight in an enzyme solution for~16 h on a gyratory shaker (30 rpm; Heidolph Instruments, Schwabach, Germany) at 26 ± 2 • C in the dark. Then the protoplasts were separated from the undigested tissues by filtration through a nylon mesh and purified by sugar gradient centrifugation.
Protoplast Embedding in Alginate Matrix and Culture
Protoplasts at the density 8 × 10 5 cells per mL were embedded in a 2.8% filter-sterilized sodium alginate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) solution using the thin alginate layer (TAL) system according to Maćkowska et al. [16] . After alginate gelation, the layers with embedded protoplasts were transferred to 6 cm Petri dishes containing 4 mL of carrot petiole protoplast (CPP) medium [16] or CPP medium supplemented with 100 nM of PSK (phytosulfokine-α, PeptaNova GmbH, Germany). In order to minimize the growth of endogenous bacteria, cefotaxime (Polfa Tarchomin SA, Warszawa, Poland) was applied at a concentration of 400 mg·L −1 . The cultures were incubated at 26 ± 2 • C in the dark. After 10 days of culture, to remove the toxic products of metabolism, the medium was renewed with a fresh one with all the supplements, as mentioned above.
Evaluation of Culture Development and Data Analysis
To characterize (1) the quality of source tissue and maceration conditions, (2) the quality of released protoplasts and (3) the progress of protoplast development, three basic parameters including the protoplast yield, protoplast viability and plating efficiency were evaluated, respectively. The protoplast yield, expressed as a number of protoplasts per gram of fresh weight (FW) of leaf tissue, was determined using the Fuchs Rosenthal counting chamber. The viability of embedded protoplasts was assessed by staining the cultured cells immediately after immobilization in the alginate, with fluorescein diacetate (FDA; Sigma-Aldrich) according to the procedure by Anthony et al. [83] and Grzebelus et al. [15] , and presented in percentages. The plating efficiency expressed as a number of cell aggregates per total number of observed undivided cells and cell aggregates (×100) was evaluated on the 10th, 20th and 40th day of culture. All vital microscopic observations were performed under an Axiovert S100 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany) equipped with a filter set appropriate for detecting fluorescein fluorescence (λ Ex = 485 nm, λ Em = 515 nm).
The protoplast cultures were conducted in complete randomized design (CRD) with at least three replicates, where each replicate was an independent round of protoplast isolation. Each treatment was represented by three Petri dishes and about 200 cells per Petri dish were observed. The overall effect of treatments was assessed using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) in Statistica ver. 10.0 (StatSoft. Inc., Poland). Tukey's honestly significant difference (HDS) test or the least significance test (LSD) was used for mean separation at least at p ≤ 0.05.
Sampling, Fixation and Embeding of Plant Materials
The samples were collected at several time-points of the culture i.e., immediately after protoplast isolation, daily from one to five-day-old cultures and from 10-, 20-, 30-and 60-day old cultures (Table 2) both in the control and the PSK-treated variants. Before fixation, the protoplasts or protoplast-derived cell aggregates/tissues were released from the alginate matrix by its depolymerization in a sodium citrate solution [16] and positioned in 1% Seaplaque Agarose (Duchefa Biochemie, Haarlem, The Netherlands) dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) consisting of 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na 2 HPO 4 and 1.76 mM KH 2 PO 4 (all from Sigma-Aldrich). The further procedure was carried out according to Potocka et al. [21] . In brief, the samples were fixed in a mixture of 4% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich), 1% glutaraldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS at pH 7.2 for 24 h at 4 • C, washed in PBS (pH 7.2), dehydrated in a graded ethanol series (10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 100%; v/v), infiltrated in LR white resin (medium grade, Polysciences, Hirschberg an der Bergstrasse, Germany) and embedded in gelatine capsules (Agar Scientific, Essex, United Kingdom) with fresh LR white resin and polymerized for 8 h at 50 • C. Semi-thin sections (0.5-1 µm) were cut using a Leica EM UC6 ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) and mounted on poly-L-lysine coated microscope slides (Menzel-Glaser, Braunschweig, Germany).
Immunological Assay
The sections were blocked in the blocking buffer containing 2% fetal bovine serum (Sigma) and 2% bovine serum albumin (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, UK) in PBS for 30 min and incubated with primary monoclonal antibodies (diluted 1:10) at 4 • C overnight. All of the primary antibodies used in the study were purchased from PlantProbes (Leeds, UK) and are listed in Table 3 . After washing in the blocking buffer (5 × 10 min), the sections were incubated with the secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated AffiniPure goat anti-rat IgG H+L, Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) diluted 1:100 in the same buffer for 1 h at room temperature. Finally, the slides were washed in the blocking buffer (5 × 10 min), rinsed in PBS followed by sterile distilled water and mounted with a Fluoromount aqueous mounting medium (Sigma). The sections were examined using a BX41 epifluorescence microscope (Olympus, Poland), equipped with a filter set for visualization of Alexa Fluor 488 (excitation filter BP470-490, dichromatic mirror DM500, barrier filter BA520IF).
Images were captured using an Olympus XC50 camera. To reveal the cellular pattern, immunolabeled sections were viewed and photographed using phase contrast optics. The intensity of labeling was evaluated according to Pielach et al. [84] and Potocka et al. [21] and expressed as no labeling (-), weak labeling (+), moderate labeling (++), strong labeling (+++) and very strong labeling (++++). Table 3 . Primary antibodies used in the study.
Antibody Epitope References
Anti-pectin LM19
Low methyl-esterified HG [58] LM20
High metyl-esterifed HG [58] Anti-AGP JIM4
AGP glycan (betaGlcA-(1,3)-alphaGalA-(1,2)-Rha) [55, 85] 
JIM8
Arabinogalactan (epitope structure unknown) [86] JIM13
AGP glycan ((beta)GlcA1->3(alpha)GalA1->2Rha) [86] Anti-extensin JIM12
(epitope structure unknown) [27] 
Conclusions
Suppression of protoplast recalcitrance would definitely bring a great progress in crop improvement. After the removal of the cell wall, the ability to re-synthesize it is the first and crucial event required to reactivate mitotic division and further development. To our knowledge, this was the first report presenting the spatio-temporal composition of the reconstituted cell wall in protoplast-derived cells of the Daucus and the role of phytosulfokine, a new peptidyl plant growth factor, in that process. We demonstrated that: (1) the differences in the chemical composition of the cell walls in the control and the PSK-treated cultures occurred, (2) the first chemical components of the wall reconstituted by protoplast-derived cells were pectins recognized by the LM20 antibody and the AGPs recognized by JIM8 and JIM13, (3) the distribution of pectins with different levels of methyl-esterification changed in a diverse manner with culture condition and species, (4) the expression and localization of AGPs in protoplast-derived cells and suspension aggregates were time and tissue specific and enhanced by the PSK, (5) the AGPs located in the periplasmic space might be involved in plasma membrane-cell wall interactions with signaling impacts, (6) an increase in the extensin level was characteristic for the middle stage of culture especially in PSK-treated cultures, (7) the used taxa showed a diverse response to PSK in terms of culture development and (8) PSK accelerated the process of wall re-synthesis by protoplast-derived cells. In our opinion, the analyzed epitopes might serve as markers of developmental potential of Daucus protoplast cultures with the following meaning: (1) the pectic (recognized by the LM19 and LM20 antibodies) and AGP epitopes (recognized by JIM4 and JIM13) are markers of new walls, and thus markers of emerging cell clusters, indicating the growth potential of the culture; (2) LM19 is a marker of PEM and the extracellular matrix covering the somatic embryos; (3) LM20 and JIM8 are markers of provascular tissue in somatic embryos; (4) the AGPs recognized by the JIM8 and JIM13 antibody are the markers of alive cells and (5) JIM4, JIM8, JIM13 and JIM12 are negative markers of PEM. We believed that the presented data added some new information about the role of chemical constitution of the cell wall in plant differentiation processes. 
